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By SARAH RAMIREZ

Young luxury consumers are more interested in quality goods that are unique, artistic and reflect their values
according to new research from Highsnobiety.

The first white paper from the online publication explores the priorities of the "new luxury" consumer that its
audience reflects.

"For us, the message is clear: consumer relationships with brands are no longer purely transactional," said Jian
Deleon, editorial director at Highsnobiety, New York. "They're not just buying things, they're buying into value
systems, lifestyles and products that help them define themselves."

Highsnobiety surveyed 4,984 16-34 year old users from around the world and assembled a comparison panel of
2,379 people in the same age group in the United States and United Kingdom. The majority of respondents, 73
percent, were male.

Value demands
Highsnobiety readers consider high-end purchases as reflections of their value systems.

Eighty-five percent of respondents believe what their clothes represent is as important as the quality and design.
More than a third of those surveyed have also purchased clothing, footwear or accessories that cost $500 and
upwards in the last 12 months.
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Gucci-Dapper Dan put a branded touch on Dapper Dan's eclectic style. Image courtesy of Gucci

Among the most desirable brands for these young luxury consumers are Balenciaga, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Calvin
Klein and Prada, many of which have embraced streetwear.

Louis Vuitton's fall/winter 2017 campaign included a streetwear-inspired aesthetic and hip-hop-tinged short film.
The clothes themselves were clearly modeled after the growing popularity of streetwear, with sneakers, caps and a
monochromatic color scheme anchoring the collection (see story).

Brands focused on logo revivals are also popular among men, with Gucci seeing an increase of 21 percent in men's
consignment resale value according to The RealReal. Millennial men also consign and buy Gucci and Louis Vuitton
regularly, with Rolex being the most purchased brand (see story).

Two-thirds of respondents also believe apparel and accessories can demonstrate whether or not the wearer is
"culturally knowledgeable."

Highsnobiety readers are also more willing to spend more money on items that are special in some way, whether a
limited-edition, 37 percent, or an undiscovered brand, 26 percent. Forty-two percent also say their favorite brands
"inspire them to expand their cultural horizons."

Young luxury consumers have a tendency to look at expensive purchases as a means of buying into a lifestyle.

Fashion events, such as exclusive product drops, are popular among this group because of the opportunities to meet
like-minded people and share experiences on social media. More than half of Highsnobiety readers have attended
fashion events.

As result, participation and ownership are being conflated. For instance, souvenir shirts from Virgil Abloh's first
menswear show for Louis Vuitton are resold for hundreds of dollars as consumers want apparel that is culturally
significant.

Virgil Abloh's debut menswear show for Louis Vuitton. Image credit: Louis Vuitton

Highsnobiety readers closely follow their favorite designers and creatives, with 82 percent following them on social
media and becoming familiar with their creative style.

Younger affluents also value transparency 87 percent of Highsnobiety readers are willing to spend more money on
a brand that supports like-minded causes. The flip side is that 53 percent will also abandon brands they feel
contradict their own personal values.
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Drawing affluent youth
Heritage luxury brands can appeal to young luxury shoppers through unexpected collaborations. Ninety-six percent
of respondents are interested in traditional brands that are willing to go in new directions.

As the sneaker market continues to grow, a number of luxury brands have launched footwear partnerships
surrounding the athletic shoe. One of fashion designer Karl Lagerfeld popular brand collaborations was a capsule
collection of Vans-branded sneakers, a favorite of skateboarders.

The Karl x Vans capsule was entirely in black-and-white, two signature looks that the brands share, and included
Vans classics redesigned in quilted leather and platform sneakers. The collection was sold at Karl Lagerfeld
boutiques, select Vans stores and on the online sites of both brands (see story).

While young affluents tend to spend more money on luxury apparel online than in physical stores, they still value
experiencing a brand in real-life and sharing that experience with friends.

Digital media cannot replace the sensory and social experiences that come with shopping at physical stores. Despite
the growing popularity of ecommerce, weekly bricks-and-mortar shoppers have actually increased, from 40 percent
in 2015 to 44 percent in 2018.

Retailers can leverage positive shopping experiences to encourage customers to leave feedback in exchange for
further discounts or other customized benefits. Integrating technology at physical stores, making them "phygital," is
crucial if retailers want to follow customers' digital footprints (see story).

"Street culture and the brands born from it are so much more than limited-edition products, the drop model and
graphic-driven sportswear," Mr. Deleon said. "The culture' aspect of it is  equally important if not more important than
the business model or material goods.

"We're talking about a movement that has lasted over 20 years, and that wouldn't happen if there wasn't a
foundational legacy that should be respected."
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